
OeanQuery: report editor query languageMarin Stefaniak1, �ukasz Kami«ski2Abstrat: We present design priniples of OeanQuery, the querylanguage behind the Oean Genrap report editor. Oean Genrap re-porting system is able to query data from a variety of data soures,inluding existing SQL relational databases. However, the usabilitypriniples of the editor appliation lead beyond SQL, to a stak-basedand tree-result query language. We present OeanQuery by analogyand omparison to the XQuery ore of FLWOR expressions. Partiu-lar attention is paid to aggregations and grouping, whih is expliit inOeanQuery. We inlude results of e�ieny experiments in ompari-sion against other major XQuery engines.Keywords: reporting tools, query languages, XQuery, grouping1. IntrodutionWe study software tools for authoring reports. A report is a doument shemawhih is supposed to be �lled with data retrieved from a data soure, often adatabase. Douments are hierarhial, while relational database (SQL) query resultis �at. Indeed, doument an ontain several nested iterations of data (tables,listings, enumerations, et), while SQL result is only a single sequene of uniformrows. When designing Oean Genrap report editor appliation priniples of end-user usability were among the top priorities. For instane, it is not required tounderstand SQL in order to reate or edit reports. Furthermore, a seleted reportfragment an be ut/opied and pasted elsewhere. Beause of that, we needed aquery language that would be ompositional, in suh a way that a query fragmentould be naturally pasted into another plae. An elegant query language emergesfrom this requirement, based on the onepts of environment/variable stak knownfrom programming language theory. It also follows that the query result is freelytree-shaped. We all our query language OeanQuery throughout this paper.Among several exeution engines of OeanQuery the most interesting one is SQLengine. It translates OeanQuery queries into SQL statements, inluding aggrega-tions and group-by statements (for whih there is an expliit language onstrut inOeanQuery), so that database server alulates aggregations whenever possible.The details of translation into SQL are left outside the sope of this paper.This work is organized as follows: in next setion related work is surveyed,espeially XQuery to SQL translators. In the 3rd setion, OeanQuery languageis desribed using a syntax similar to XQuery and its FLWR expressions. Nextsetion ontains results of stress test experiments. Finally, onlusions are drawn.1 Institute of Informatis, University of Warsaw, Banaha 2, 02-097 Warsaw, Polande-mail: stefaniak�mimuw.edu.pl2 ComArh SA, Le±na 2, 02-844 Warsaw, Poland e-mail: Lukasz.Kaminski�omarh.pl



2 M. Stefaniak, �. Kami«ski2. Related workThere is a huge variety of query languages � let us lassify them roughly aordingto the struture and organization of input data and result data. The data an beorganized aording to one of the following models (the list is not exhaustive)
• relational � data is strutured as �at tables (example: SQL)
• tree-shaped, hierarhial � data forms a (usually �nite) tree (example: XML)
• objet, network � data in objets that may referene other objets (example:OQL)A few major query languages ompared to OeanQuery are listed in table 1.Table 1. Comparison of data models of query languageslanguage input resultSQL relational �at tableOQL objet objetXQuery tree-shaped tree-shapedSBQL objet tree-shapedOeanQuery network tree-shapedNote: SBQL is the Stak-Based Approah query language developed by re-searhers under lead of K.Subieta (Subieta, 2006). It seems oneptually similar toOeanQuery; both of them employ the notion of an environment stak. The stak,along with variable sope and binding, are fundamental in the programming lan-guages theory. Yet, within the �eld of query languages (dominated by the relationalSQL) they were sarely supported.However, the di�erene between network and tree-shaped input data model isnegligible, and XQuery (W3C XQuery, 2006) also emerges as a similar language toOeanQuery. XQuery belong to the vast family of query languages for tree-shaped,semistrutured data. The family inludes suh languages as TQL (Conforti etal, 2002), Lorel (Abiteboul et al, 1997) and Quilt (Chamberlin et al, 2001) � thepredeessor of XQuery.There has been a onsiderable researh on translating (DeHaan et al, 2003)and ompiling (Grust et al, 2004) XQuery to SQL. Those systems enode XMLdouments into relational tables using additional data, like dynami intervals teh-nique, in order to allow all XPath expressions. Another works towards this goalare SilkRoute systems (Re et al, 2006) and (Fernandez et al, 2002), where theXML query addresses existing relational database, but only a subset of XQueryis supported. The presene of those researh makes XQuery espeially relevant toour work.Although OeanQuery looks similar, its design was not in�uened heavily bythose other query languages, simply beause they were either immature or unknownto the authors then. What ontributed most to the design priniples of our querylanguage was the usability of the report editor appliation. We are unaware of



OeanQuery: report editor query language 3other SQL-ompliant report editor produts whih would widely allow opy-and-paste manipulation on report fragments.Another related issue is the data grouping feature, known in SQL as a GROUP BYlause. The W3C reommendation XQuery language does not inlude suh. Thisan be justi�ed by the fat that in result-tree-shaped query languages grouping anbe ahieved using distint operation and nested for-where expressions (Subieta,2006). This ould be a bit umbersome for users reating and editing queries.Moreover, grouping patterns should be deteted (Deutsh et al, 2004) before thequery is exeuted as SQL in order to avoid bad e�ieny (Re et al, 2006). Therefore,engineers (Borkar et al, 2004 ) and researhers (Gokhale et al, 2007) proposedenhaning XQuery with a kind of group-by lause. In OeanQuery we addressthis issue with expliit, nested and multi-riteria group-by onstrution. This isonsistent with Genrap user interfae (user an group by something on a reportwith a single manipulation) as well as with translation to SQL (e�ient queries forthe details of group-by).3. Desription of OeanQuery languageWe shall desribe OeanQuery using a syntax similar to XQuery desription withrespet to its FLWOR expressions. Oean queries results with data struturedin reords and arrays rather than XML, so there are no �element� onstrutorsin it. The form of the result data is more like JSON rather than XML, and ourexpressions will borrow a bit of syntax from JSON reords.OeanQuery is a statially typed language, but throughout this desription weomit the typing information that is normally stored within OeanQuery expressionswhenever it an be inferred from the ontext. Indeed, this type info is used when thereport query is manipulated by user, or when the database shema is not availablefor some reason, so it's only auxiliary to proessing and understanding OeanQueryqueries.One should have in mind that OeanQuery is not a language formalized andspei�ed by a grammar, but rather, it is an in-memory data struture that is boundsomehow to the report layout, and only ertain expressions of query are visible ata time to the user. The best analogy is a spreadsheet appliation: a spreadsheetombines together a layout (rows and olumn width, font families and sizes, et.)and a graph of alulations. This graph ould be printed separately as a set ofequations, but in pratie only one equation at a time, from the seleted ell isviewed or edited by a user. In this setion, we barely disuss the layout issuesof Oean Genrap. Instead, we fous on the alulation part of the report, whihaltogether forms an OeanQuery query. Two doument elements are relevant: thedata is �lled into variable �elds, and there are grids, whih are tabular iterationsover sequene of data.Eah of iteration expressions introdue a variable into the sope of the grid.Oasionally, more than one simple type variable is introdued, for example whengrouping by several riteria. Internally those variables are identi�ed by a variant ofde Bruijin indies, but for the purposes of this desription we simply use variable



4 M. Stefaniak, �. Kami«skinames, for larity pre�xed with a dollar '$' sign.3.1. Database shema modelThe OeanQuery database shema model is inspired by the Entity-RelationshipModel (Chen, 1976). The database shema is represented as a set of entities(types, domains), and relationships among them. Eah entity may have one ormore named attributes, eah attribute is of a simple type, suh as number, string,date-time, boolean. An instane of the entity instane may have attribute values,of orresponding names and types.Unlike in the traditional ER model, the relationships are direted. Eah rela-tionship leads from soure entity to target entity, and is a (partial) funtion fromsoure entity instanes to target entity instanes. There are two major kind ofrelationships: plural (to-many) and singular (to-at-most-one). In the usual ase ofequational relationship (like primary key - foreign key) in relational database, twoopposite relationships may be in the shema, and the fat that they are inversesremains as a mere hint for query optimizer.Sine in the domain of report querying only read-only data aess is onsidered,we �nd �network� oneptual data model simple yet powerful. However, it doesnot support notions of inheritane nor variants � but neither do plain relationaldatabases.3.2. The ore of query languageThe main onstrut of OeanQuery is a loop over an entity set, similar to theFOR loop of XQuery's FLWOR expressions. Atually, sine we don't have LETexpressions, so it is more like FWOR (For-Where-OrderBy-Return) expression.Here's a brief grammar of OeanQuery expressions:query ::= [ parameters ℄ { body-expr }parameters ::= GIVEN (parameter-name : parameter-type)* RETURNbody-expr ::= ( "tagname" : ( value-expr | fwor-expr ) )*fwor-expr ::= FOR variable IN entity-expr[ ORDER-BY value-expr+ ℄RETURN { body-expr }entity-expr ::= (variable | ALL entity-name) path-expr [ �lter-expr ℄�lter-expr ::= WHERE bool-exprattr-expr ::= variable path-expr . attribute-namepath-expr ::= (/ relationship)*value-expr ::= onstant | attr-expr | ... arithmeti and logial expressionsbool-expr ::= value-expr ... // evaluating logial onditionHere's an example OeanQuery query reporting grades of students from a par-tiular year.GIVEN $year : int RETURN {"year" : $year



OeanQuery: report editor query language 5"students" : FOR $s IN ALL Students WHERE $s.year = $yearRETURN {"grades" : FOR $a IN $s/attended_lassesORDER-BY $a/lass.name RETURN {"lass" : $a/lass.name"grade" : $a.grade}}} The value-expr represents salar expressions, i.e. they should evaluate to asimple value. They may refer to variables aessible in the urrent sope and maybe built of various arithmeti and logial operators and funtions that are supportedby the database.The FOR expression is a loop iterating over its variable values among a listof entity instanes resolved from its entity-expr. Eah variable stores an entityinstane. Parameters are treated as top-level delared variables that store an entityinstane or a simple value.It should be also noted that the path-expr of an attr-expr should onsist ofrelationships that are singular, so that the result of an attr-expr is a salar value.On the other hand, the entity-expr is supposed to be plural, but no harm is donewhen it happens singular � it's just odd to have a single-row grid.3.3. Named expressionsOne might wonder why the LET expression is missing from OeanQuery querylanguage. The LET expression introdues a variable in a similar fashion to FORexpression, but it does not iterate over a set of entity instanes, but rather evaluateto a single entity instane or value. This atually might happen in OeanQuerywhen the path-expr of an entity-expr in a FOR expression does not ontain a pluralrelationship, e.g. the data shema is inonsistent, or the stati type orretness isnot enfored.However, there is no expliit LET expression beause there is no orrespondingreport layout element. On the other hand, FOR expressions are naturally boundto grid (tabular iterations) layout elements, and FOR expression is aessible byseleting the partiular grid. With LET expressions, there is no suh element thatwould maintain the same sope, as the LET expression, and making arti�ial sopesegments in the report seems very odd indeed.Any query with LET expressions an be transformed into an equivalent querywithout LET expressions, simply by inlining the variables introdued by them. Yetthe possibility to extrat ommon expressions into LET variable is important foruser-experiene. We ahieve this by using a tehnique "named expressions". Anyelement of a body-expr an be aessed by the user, and is identi�ed by its tag-name.User an refer to them within another expressions in the same sope. During queryevaluation, when value-expr is referred, it is inlined in the plae of the referral.When fwor-expr is referred, its entity-expr (along with �lter-expr, if present) is



6 M. Stefaniak, �. Kami«skiinlined. Finally, the variable �eld of the named expression may be hidden, so it'snot displayed on the report layout.The grammar is extended with the following:entity-expr ::= ... | REF "tagname" // ... refers fwor-exprvalue-expr ::= ... | REF "tagname" // ... refers value-exprWithin a single sope (for example, the top-level one) the struture of a querywith named-variables is similar to a spreadsheet. Issues that apply to spreadsheets(e.g. yli referenes) may our in OeanQuery, and the opy-paste behavioris similar to what modern spreadsheets o�er. This way, named expressions are ageneralization of spreadsheet omputation, beause there may be multiple sopesin the query. There are speial rules for referring expressions aross-the-sope.Obviously, we may refer to an expression that is de�ned in the same sope or inan anestor sope. Moreover, there are some irumstanes when it is meaningfulto refer to an expression de�ned in a sub-sope. This ommonly ours when wemake a sum over an existing variable �eld in a grid."b" : FOR $x IN entity RETURN {"" : $x.val}"a" : SUM(REF "b", REF "")It seems a bit ompliated when onsidered together with aggregations andgrouping. However, all the named expressions referenes an be inlined duringquery pre-proessing phase, and the semantis and exeution of OeanQuery queryare de�ned without them. Thus, we shall not onsider named expressions further.Finally, there is a related feature alled user-de�ned expressions. When a om-mon sub-expression is dependent only on a single entity instane, whih happensvery frequently, it an be de�ned outside the OeanQuery query. The de�nition isstored in the so-alled user-de�ned shema, whih ats as an extension to the datasoure shema.3.4. AggregationsBesides the usual salar-to-salar expressions, we extend the ore by aggrega-tion expressions, whih alulate a salar value from a plurality of values. Thesame aggregation funtions as in SQL are supported, that is, sum, average, maxi-mum/minimum, as well as �ount� and �exists� funtions.Below is the extension to ore grammar.value-expr ::= ... | aggr-expr | ount-expr | exists-expraggr-expr ::= aggr-kind (FOR variable IN entity-expr , value-expr )aggr-kind ::= SUM | AVG | MAX | MINount-expr ::= COUNT ( entity-expr )exists-expr ::= EXISTS ( entity-expr )



OeanQuery: report editor query language 7The entity-expr is evaluated in the urrent environment to yield an entity-set, andanother value-expr is evaluated with the environment extended with this entity-set.Example:{ "students" : FOR $s IN ALL StudentsWHERE COUNT($s/attended_lasses) > 5 RETURN {"avg_grade" : AVG(FOR $a IN $s/attended_lasses, $a.grade)}}3.5. GroupingOeanQuery supports nested grouping � a grid an be grouped and grouped again.It is possible to perform grouping by more than one expressions at one. The groupexpression is either a simple-type value-expr, or a singular path-expr evaluated inthe ontext of the grouped entity-expr. The later is more or less equivalent in SQLto grouping by foreign keys, but it allows more usable typing of the group items.The grammar is extended as follows:entity-expr ::= ( . . . | entity-group-expr | entity-detail-expr) [ �lter-expr ℄entity-group-expr ::= GROUP variable = entity-expr BY group-item+group-item ::= variable = (value-expr | path-expr)entity-detail-expr ::= DETAILS group-variableThe meaning of entity-group-expr is to introdue one variable for every group-item and iterate over groups. Moreover, a speial group-variable is introduedwhih represents the plurality of grouped entities. This group-variable an be usedonly in entity-detail-expr, whih results in looping over details of the urrent group.Naturally, the type of details of the group is the same as the grouped entity-expr.Below is an example:FOR $g IN GROUP $s = ALL Students BY $y = $s.year, $p = $s/programmeRETURN {"programme" : $p.name"year" : $y"students" : FOR $s IN DETAILS $g RETURN { "student" : $s.name }"students_by_gpa" : FOR $g2 IN GROUP $s = DETAILS $g BY $s.gpaRETURN {"gpa" : $gpa"students" : FOR $s IN DETAILS $g2RETURN { "student" : $s.name }}} The entity-expr ontained in entity-group-expr is forbidden to be entity-group-expr. This is not an obvious requirement, but we insisted on making our queriessimple and onise. And beause the reports are authored by user-interfae gestures



8 M. Stefaniak, �. Kami«skirather than by hand, the burden of making neessary transforms is plaed onthe software, not the user. However, not every query with nested groups an benaturally expressed in the restrited form, For example, if one makes a group andgroup it again by an aggregation of their details.In (Borkar et al, 2004 ), an extension to XQuery was proposed in order to featuregrouping, in suh a way that an optional group lause is added to the FLWORonstrut. This is naturally limited the number of groupings per loop iteration toone, and so their approah is equivalent to our restrited-form grouping.3.6. Translation to SQLLet us outline very brie�y how OeanQuery queries are performed on SQL data-bases. The approah is quite similar to the SilkRoute (Fernandez et al, 2002)sys-tem. We assume that eah entity orresponds to a database table, and that theirprimary keys are known. For eah node in the tree of our query, an SQL query isissued and their results are merged into a data tree.Let us all the plaes in the query with body-expr � that is, FOR expressionsand the top-level � the nodes of that query. Eah node an be translated to anindependent SQL query. The SQL query for a node returns identity olumns andvalue olumns. The identity olumns ontain variable values � primary keys ofentities or salar values � orresponding to the variable environment of that node.The value olumns ontain salar values orresponding to the value-exprs assoiatedwith that node. For eah node exept the root (top-level one), the result is groupedand inserted into the data queried for its parent node, possibly sorted aording tothe order-by lause. Within this framework, the problem of exeuting OeanQueryis redued to onstruting appropriate SQL queries for eah OeanQuery node,whih is beyond the sope of this paper.4. Experimental ResultsIn this setion, we present the results that demonstrate the time e�ieny of theexeution of Oean queries. We measured the time of exeution for three di�erentdatabase queries with varying data sizes using four di�erent query engines:
• Saxon 8.9.0.3N 1 � XQuery engine
• MonetDB/XQuery v4.0 2 � XQuery front-end to a high-performane databasemanagement system
• GenRap/XML � OeanQuery interpreter for in-memory XML-shaped data
• GenRap/SQL � OeanQuery engine for SQL databases.We used OCEAN GenRap 2006 M10 SDK, Java version 3 for OeanQuery eval-uation. For testing GenRap/SQL, the MS SQL Server 2000 database was used.1 available at http://saxon.soureforge.net/2 available at http://monetdb.wi.nl/projets/monetdb/XQuery/index.html3 available at http://genrap.omarh.om



OeanQuery: report editor query language 9Table 2. Timings for test 1 (CPU se)
N Saxon Monet GR/XML GR/SQL1000 0.82 0.15 0.07 0.035000 15.25 0.23 0.32 0.1110,000 61.61 0.35 0.69 0.2550,000 - 1.36 3.8 1.5100,000 - 2.78 8.0 2.5200,000 - 7.77 20.9 6.9500,000 - 19.1 - 25.0Experiments were run on an Intel Pentium M1,73GHz system with 1GB RAMrunning Windows XP. All software on�guration were default, exept for Mon-etDB/XQuery, whih memory limit was inreased to 640MB. Eah test result is anaverage of ten exeutions and measuring user and system time spent. For Saxon,two runs were performed eah time: one with the tested query, and one with emptyquery, so as to exlude the overhead of reading the data.4.1. Test 1This test features a single entity invoie(id, name, date, value) and alu-lating sums of value for invoies grouped by date. The XQuery in Saxon formisfor $i in fn:distint-values(./invoie/�date)return <group><date> {$i} </date><values>{fn:sum(./invoie[�date = $i℄/�value)}</values></group>The orresponding OeanQuery ontains expliit groupping.Timing results for this test are shown in table 2. The number of invoies in thedata is denoted by N . Saxon engine seems to be evaluating the query with O(N2)strategy, while the other engines use rather linear strategies. The GenRap/XMLengine is slower (up to a onstant), whih is easily explained by the fat that it'sunoptimized, low-performane query interpreter only.4.2. Test 2In the seond test, the invoie shema is extended with entity entry(id, ount,prie, name), with a one-to-many relationship between invoie and entry. Thetest query is supposed to alulate the average value of invoies, where the valueof invoie is the sum of it's entries values, and the value of eah entry is its priemultiplied by its ount attribute. Again, the XQuery is:fn:avg((for $i in ./invoie



10 M. Stefaniak, �. Kami«skiTable 3. Timings for test 2 (CPU se)
N Saxon Monet GR/XML GR/SQL5000 0.36 0.22 0.19 0.0110,000 0.47 0.31 0.39 0.0150,000 1.23 1.03 1.9 0.11100,000 2.27 1.97 4.0 0.17200,000 4.63 3.77 8.1 0.34500,000 11.2 9.22 - 0.861000,000 25.4 18.4 - 1.7return<vv value='{fn:sum( (for $j in $i/entryreturn <v value='{$j/�ount * $j/�prie}'/>)/�value )}'/>)/�value )Timing results for this test are shown in table 3. The number of invoies inthe data is about √N , and eah invoie has its own √

N entries, whih results inapproximately N rows. It seems that all engines exeuted the query in a linear-time fashion, yet the GenRap/SQL engine was signi�antly high-performing, whihould be attributed to the maturity of modern relational database engines.4.3. Test 3For test 3, the invoie-entry shema is further extended with produt(name,tax) and ategory(id, name) entities. Eah entry is related to exatly oneprodut, and eah produt falls into exatly one ategory. A produt is relatedto its entry instanes by a relationship named entries, and a ategory is inrelationship produts with its produt-s.The query is supposed to determine for eah ategory, the average value oftotal invoied gross value of produts from this ategory. And the gross value of aprodut is its value multiplied by the tax rate of the produt. The XQuery is:for $i in ./ategory return<ategory id='{$i/�id}' value='{fn:avg( (for $j in $i/produtreturn <v value='{$j/�tax * fn:sum((for $k in .//entry[�produtId = $j/�id℄return <v value='{$k/�ount * $k/�prie}'/>)/�value)}'/>)/�value )}'/>The orresponding OeanQuery employs grouping as follows:



OeanQuery: report editor query language 11Table 4. Timings for test 3 (CPU se)
N Saxon Monet GR/XML GR/SQL5000 0.87 3.32 0.36 0.0310,000 2.04 9.7 0.73 0.0450,000 16.0 - 4.0 0.14100,000 46.1 - 8.6 0.26200,000 145.5 - 18.3 0.36500,000 625.5 - - 0.871000,000 - - - 1.7FOR $ IN ALL ategory RETURN {"id" : $.id"value" : AVG(FOR $g IN GROUP $e = $/produts/entries BY $p = $e/produt,$p.tax * SUM(FOR $k IN DETAILS $g, $k.ount * $k.prie)} Timing results for this test are shown in table 4. Again, the number of invoiesin the data is √N , and eah invoie has its own √

N entries. There is about 4
√

Nategories and √
N produts. Eah entry refers to a produt hosen randomly withuniform distribution, so for one produt there are on average √N entries referringto it. In this test, only GenRap/SQL prevailed. The reason behind the early fallof MonetDB/XQuery is its ine�etive memory management - it overused the harddisk swap.5. ConlusionsIn this paper, we have presented the query language used in the report editorappliation Oean GenRap. We have explained how it is related to a mainstreamsemi-struture query language XQuery, and the approah used to feature expliitgrouping. The feasibility of suh a language has been shown by experiments withits implementation in an industry-grade software produt. It appears that highperformane of query exeution an be obtained by translating OeanQuery intoSQL queries and exeuting these on a relational database engine. Further researhshould fous on e�ient translation of OeanQuery into SQL queries and otherdatabase query languages.5.1. AknowledgmentThis paper is based on results of the projet �New generation of data aess lan-guages for intelligent reporting and business data analysis" realized by ComArhSA in ooperation with Pozna« University of Tehnology within the Setoral Op-erational Programme "Improvement of the Competitiveness of Enterprises, years
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